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a b s t r a c t 

Two-dimensional mathematical models for gaseous H 2 /O 2 reactive flows are solved for 

two geometries: a conical and a parabolic one. Five different physical models are studied: 

two one-species and three multi-species models (frozen, equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

flows). In the mathematical model, temperature is used as unknown in the energy equa- 

tion and velocity is obtained for all speed flows. For all analyses, a non-orthogonal finite 

volume code was implemented, taking into account first (UDS) and second (CDS) order in- 

terpolation schemes and co-located grid arrangement. Model predictions of the pressure 

distribution and Mach number in the nozzle with a conical geometry, calculated using a 

CDS scheme, were found to agree well with experimental results. For both geometries, nu- 

merical results for apparent orders of convergence agreed well with the asymptotic (ex- 

pected) ones for one-species flows. Some other analyses were provided for mixture of 

gases flows; in this case, for frozen flow, the apparent order values tend to the asymp- 

totic ones in all cases; for local equilibrium flow, the use of CDS degenerated the apparent 

order to unity; this fact can be associated to the use of UDS interpolation scheme in the 

source term of the energy equation. Numerical solutions, including their error estimates, 

are provided for UDS and CDS schemes. Their analysis shows that global variables of in- 

terest (such as thrust and specific impulse) are less affected by the chosen physical model 

than are local variables of interest (such as the temperature at the symmetry line). 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The effort to increase the reliability of rocket engines should span the entire program spectrum from conceptual design to

its production. The reliability effort can basically be divided into three parts: prevention of failures, process assessment and

control, and monitoring of performance [1] . One important reason for the failure of the wall material is the high temperature

values achieved in it. Thus, this is the major reason for studies involving heat transfer throughout the rocket engine nozzle.

In order to study the heat transfer phenomena it is essential to be familiar with aspects related to the reactive gas flow

through the entire nozzle. 

Many papers about heat transfer and reactive gas flow in rocket engine nozzles have been published in the past, includ-

ing: fluid–structure interactions in regenerative cooling systems [2] ; reactive gas flow and regenerative cooling system [3] ;

two- and three-dimensional turbulent flows and irradiative heat transfer [4] ; liquid film cooling effects [5] ; and the start-

up side load analysis in a regeneratively cooled nozzle [6] . Although some of these works are concerned with numerical
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validation, including comparisons between numerical results and experimental data, none of them provides results with a

numerical verification approach. 

Unfortunately, numerical error analysis for supersonic flows is not a common practice: none of the studies cited above

employed numerical tools to provide numerical error estimates, nor even mentioned the orders of numerical error. This may

be related to the fact that the theoretical foundation of a posteriori and a priori error analysis is far from satisfactory for

nonlinear hyperbolic problems [7] , such as supersonic flows. Moreover, despite its importance in practical applications, only

in recent years have the difficulties in estimating numerical errors and its control received sufficient attention [7] . 

According to Oberkampf and Trucano [8] , verification and validation are the primary means of assessing the accuracy

and reliability of computational simulations. While validation is associated with the accuracy of a mathematical model in

relation to a real physical phenomenon, verification consists of the quantification of the numerical error [9–10] . 

Therefore, the purposes of the current work are: (1) to validate a numerical code for two-dimensional compressible

reactive and non-reactive flows; (2) to provide a posteriori error analyses for reactive compressible flows, by the comparison

between the asymptotic and the apparent orders and also by the use of the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) for the numerical

error estimates [11] ; and (3) to compare the performance of six and eight species models for chemical reaction schemes,

related to the rocket engine parameters and the processing (CPU) time requirements. 

In order to achieve the cited aims, the numerical model presents the following features: the use of the Finite Volume

Method [12] , co-located non-orthogonal grids, a methodology appropriate to all speed flows [13] , a temperature-based en-

ergy conservation equation and different physical models, which include one and multi-species flows; for multi-species

flows, different chemical reaction schemes can be chosen. The implemented code also allows the use of the following inter-

polation schemes: Upstream Differencing Scheme (UDS), Central Differencing Scheme (CDS) with deferred correction [14] ,

or even a hybrid scheme. Although the focus of the numerical results is the achievement of steady flow, time is used, in a

totally implicit form, as a relaxation parameter. 

By using the methodology proposed by Marchi and Maliska [13] , the numerical code provides results for all flow regimes

into the rocket engine nozzle (sub-, trans- and supersonic ones), unlike the commonly used method of characteristics

[15–16] , which can be used only for hyperbolic problems (correspondent to supersonic flows). And unlike the MacCormack

method, which is also widely used for nozzle flow studies [15] , the implemented code presents a totally implicit method-

ology, and not an explicit one. The implemented code also allows detection of oblique shocks, which can be seen by the

analysis of isolines for Mach number, temperature or pressure. 

In next Section ( Section 2 ) is presented the mathematical model; details of the discretization and the algorithm used are

given in Section 3 . Some basic information about verification is presented in Section 4 , while geometry, boundary conditions

and associated information are given in Section 5 . Numerical results and their discussion are provided in Section 6 and the

final remarks are exposed in Section 7 . 

2. Mathematical model 

The basic principles involved in rocket propulsion science are essentially those of mechanics, thermodynamics and chem-

istry [17] . In rocket engines with regenerative cooling systems, the whole thrust mechanism can be divided into three differ-

ent (but coupled) problems, for which there are independent mathematical (and numerical) models [18–20] : (1) the flow of

the reaction gas products (combustion gases mixture) through the thrust chamber; (2) the heat conduction from hot gases

to the coolant; and (3) the coolant flow through the regenerative cooling system. 

According to Anderson Jr [15] and John and Keith [21] , there are a number of important applications that do not involve

flows with large gradients that can readily be assumed to be non-viscous, which includes flows in rocket engine nozzles.

Based on this, the focus of this work is, however, only the flow of combustion products, which can be modeled by the

mass conservation, two-dimensional momentum and energy equations (together representing the steady axisymmetric Euler

equations), and a state relation, as follows: 

∇ · ( ρ V ) = 0 (1)

∇ · ( V × ρ V ) = −∇P (2)

∇ · ( ρ V T ) = 

1 

c p 
[ ∇ · ( P V ) − P ∇ · V ] + S eq/ne (3)

P = ρ R T (4)

where: ρ , V , P and T are the dependent variables, which correspond to density, velocity vector (whose components are

u and v , in axial and radial directions, in this order), pressure and temperature, respectively; c p is the frozen specific heat

(which must be evaluated for each control volume, for reactive flows); R is the one-species constant or multi-species mixture

constant; ∇ · A is the divergence operator applied on an A vector; and S eq / ne is the chemical source term. Temperature is

taken as the primary dependent variable since, according to Bird et al. [22] , the most useful form of the energy equation

is one in which temperature appears. Furthermore, Murthy and Mathur [23] affirm that it is desirable to have both the
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Table 1 

Chemical reaction schemes implemented in Mach2D 6.0 code. 

Model L N Species Observations 

0 0 3 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 Ideal model 

1 1 3 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 –

2 2 4 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH –

3 4 6 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH, O, H 4 reactions with 3rd body—Barros et al. [25] and Smith et al. [26] 

4 4 6 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH, O, H 4 reactions—Svehla [27] 

5 8 6 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH, O, H 8 reactions (4 with 3rd body)—Barros et al. [25] 

7 8 6 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH, O, H 8 reactions (4 with 3rd body)—Smith et al. [26] 

9 18 8 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH, O, H, HO 2 , H 2 O 2 18 reactions (5 with 3rd body)—Kee et al. [28] 

10 6 8 H 2 O, O 2 , H 2 , OH, O, H, HO 2 , H 2 O 2 4 reactions from model 3 and 2 from Kee et al. [28] —all the reactions including 3rd body 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

right and the left-hand sides of the equation expressed in terms of the same dependent variable, either total enthalpy or

temperature. They also affirm that formulations using enthalpy as the dependent variable must recover temperature from

enthalpy after enthalpy is computed; besides the boundary conditions are most naturally written in terms of temperature,

which means this parameter is preferable for use in the mathematical model. The chemical source term, S eq/ne in Eq. (3) , is

null for all cases, except for the local equilibrium flow model, for which it is evaluated by: 

S eq/ne = − 1 

c p 

[ 

N ∑ 

i =1 

h i ∇ · ( ρ V Y i ) 

] 

(5a) 

and for the non-equilibrium flow model, for which it is estimated by: 

S eq/ne = − 1 

c p 

N ∑ 

i =1 

h i ˙ w i (5b) 

In Eq. (5), N is the total number of chemical species; Y i , h i and ˙ w i are, in this order, the mass fraction, the enthalpy and

the generation rate for a given chemical species i . Enthalpy is evaluated using temperature and interpolation polynomials,

given by McBride et al. [24] . Considering the non-equilibrium flow, another equation must be taken into account: the species

continuity equation, 

∇ · ( ρ V Y i ) = 

˙ w i (6) 

This equation is not used for frozen and local equilibrium models, since for them a simple balance of species, based

on the mass fraction of each species, is enough to guarantee mass conservation. On the other hand, for non-equilibrium

flows, Eq. (6) is needed because equilibrium conditions are not achieved and, because of this, mass generation rates for each

species must be evaluated; the species mass conservation depends on these rates. For all three reactive flows (frozen, local

equilibrium and non-equilibrium), however, the sum of the considered chemical species in each control volume was verified

and had to be equal to the unity. Actually, this condition is imposed at each iteration of the chemical evaluation process, in

order to guarantee the mass conservation for all chemical species. 

The chemical reaction schemes used in this work for frozen and local equilibrium flows are summarized in Table 1 ; in

this Table, L refers to the number of dissociation reactions related to each chemical model. For the non-equilibrium model,

only six and eight reaction scheme models were considered. These are the same chemical reaction schemes previously used

[29,30] . These two references present, in this order, the thermochemical properties for oxygen/hydrogen reaction schemes

and the complete one-dimensional problem. 

3. Numerical model 

The presented mathematical model for reaction gas products is discretized using the Finite Volume Method [12] for non-

orthogonal grids (transformed ξ–η coordinate system) [13] ; in this case, the original system of differential equations given

by the mass, momentum, energy and species equations can be rewritten in a general form as: 

1 

J 

1 

r 

∂ 

∂ξ
( rρU�) + 

1 

J 

1 

r 

∂ 

∂η
( rρV �) = − ˆ P � + 

ˆ S � (7) 

in which: Ф is the variable of interest and is listed in Table 2 ; J is the Jacobian matrix; U and V are the contravariant velocity

components; ˆ P � and 

ˆ S � are terms that are listed in Table 2 . 

For the numerical model, the nozzle geometry is divided into Nz control volumes in the axial direction z and into Nr

volumes in the radial direction r . A co-located grid arrangement, as well as a formulation appropriate to all speed flows [13] ,

is used, associated with a first-order (UDS), a second-order (CDS), or a hybrid order (between UDS and CDS) interpolation

scheme; for the second-order, so as to allow a better convergence, deferred correction [14] was employed. The systems of

algebraic equations obtained by the discretization process are solved by the MSI (Modified Strong Implicit) method [31] . 
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Table 2 

Symbols for the general transformed equation ( Eq. 7 ). 

Consevation equation � ˆ P � ˆ S �

Mass 1 0 0 

Axial momentum U ∂P 
∂ξ

r η − ∂P 
∂η

r ξ 0 

Radial momentum V ∂P 
∂η

z ξ − ∂P 
∂ξ

z η 0 

Energy T 0 1 
J c p 

[ ∇ · ( PV ) − P∇ · V ] + S eq/ne 

Species Y i 0 ˙ w i 
J 
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Pressure and velocity are coupled by the SIMPLEC algorithm [32] , in order to convert the mass equation to a pressure (or

better, in a pressure-correction) one. So, the mass conservation equation, Eq. (1) , is used for determination of a pressure-

correction ( P ′ ). The use of a variant of the SIMPLE algorithm (in this case, the SIMPLEC) is based on the results presented

by Demirdzic et al. [33] . In such work, extensive tests for studies involving compressible flows showed stable and good

convergence properties. The axial and radial velocity components, ( u ) and ( v ), are obtained from the momentum equation,

Eq. (2) . The energy equation, Eq. (3) , is taken for temperature ( T ) determination. Density ( ρ) is determined from the state

equation, Eq. (4) , while Eq. (6) is also needed for the non-equilibrium flow. It must be noted that the axial velocity ( u ) is

evaluated not only for supersonic flows as commonly found in literature by using the method of characteristics [15–16] , but

also for subsonic flows of very small velocities. 

An algorithm for the reactive two-dimensional reaction gas products flow is presented in the following. 

3.1. Algorithm 

1. Data reading, grid generation and evaluation of metrics. 

2. Estimation of all variables in an instant t +�t (time, however, is only used as a relaxation parameter). 

3. Estimation of the inlet pressure and temperature; definition of the frozen constant-pressure specific heat; this value is

used as start-up for frozen, local equilibrium and non-equilibrium flows, being re-evaluated on each iteration of the

determination process of chemical mass fractions. 

4. Discretization of the axial momentum equation providing the coefficients and source-terms of an algebraic system. Eval-

uation of the axial velocity component u by using the MSI solver. 

5. Discretization of the radial momentum equation providing the coefficients and source-terms of an algebraic system. Eval-

uation of the axial velocity component v by using the MSI solver. 

6. Discretization of the energy equation providing the coefficients and source-terms of an algebraic system. Evaluation of

the temperature T by using the MSI solver. 

7. Calculation of density (both, inside the control volumes and at their faces), SIMPLEC coefficients and estimation of face

velocities. 

8. Discretization of the mass equation providing the coefficients and source-terms of an algebraic system. Evaluation of the

pressure correction P ′ by using the MSI solver. 

9. Correction of nodal pressures, face and nodal densities, and face and nodal velocities by using the pressure correction P ′ .
0. Return to item 8 until the achievement of the desired number of iterations. 

1. In case of non-equilibrium flow model, the mass fractions Y i should be obtained by the solution of an algebraic system

by using the MSI method. For other multi-species models, the summation of mass fractions of all species must be equal

to unity. 

2. Return to item 2, until the achievement of the desired number of iterations or a tolerance. 

3. Post-processing. 

4. Numerical error analysis 

Asymptotic (expected) convergence order, p L , is evaluated by using an analysis based on the Taylor Series applied for

the numerical interpolation schemes, which were employed in the discretization of the mathematical model. To estimate

the apparent convergence order, p U [34] , three numerical solutions, ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 , are needed. These solutions are related

to three different grids, named, respectively, as fine ( �x 1 ), coarse ( �x 2 ) and supercoarse ( �x 3 ), where �x is the average

volume size for the used grid. Thus, the obtained relation is: 

p U ( �x 1 ) = 

log 
[

( ϕ 2 −ϕ 3 ) 
( ϕ 1 −ϕ 2 ) 

]
log (q ) 

(8)

where q is the grid refinement ratio, taken as constant for all grids, defined as 

q = 

�x 2 
�x 

= 

�x 3 
�x 

(9)

1 2 
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Fig. 1. Rocket engine nozzle profiles used for numerical simulations: (a) Geometry from Back et al. [37] ; (b) Parabolic geometry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both asymptotic and apparent convergence orders are important for the evaluation of the GCI estimator [11] and the

Richardson estimator [35–36] , given by the following relations, respectively: 

GCI ( ϕ 1 , p ) = 3 

| ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 | 
( q p − 1) 

(10) 

and 

U Ri ( ϕ 1 , p ) = 

( ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ) 

( q p − 1) 
(11) 

where p assumes the lower value of p L and p U for the GCI estimator, and it can be either p L or p U , if the interest is in

asymptotic or in apparent order, for the Richardson estimator. 

5. Definition of the problem 

The boundary conditions for flow of combustion gases, applied with ghost-cells, are: 

• Entrance conditions: temperature ( T ) and pressure ( P ) are functions of the stagnation parameters; the chemical compo-

sition of the gas mixture, given by mass fractions ( Y i ), is obtained from local data (temperature and pressure); this last

item is not necessary for one-species models. The entrance axial velocity ( u ) is obtained from a linear extrapolation from

the values obtained for internal flow. The radial velocity ( v ) is null. 
• Nozzle walls: adiabatic. 
• Exit conditions: for supersonic flows in nozzles, no exit boundary conditions are required; for the implementation of a

numerical model, however, exit boundary conditions are needed. Because of this, temperature ( T ), axial and radial veloc-

ities ( u and v ), pressure ( P ) and mass fractions ( Y i ) are obtained by linear extrapolation from internal control volumes. 
• Symmetry line: symmetry conditions for all variables; null radial velocity. 

For all simulations, two different geometries were chosen (shown in Fig. 1 ): the first one is presented by Back et al. [37] ,

which presents a conical geometry and, for convenience, it will be cited as conical nozzle in this work; and the second one

is a parabolic nozzle. 

The global parameters of interest are: the nozzle discharge coefficient ( C d ), the thrust for vacuum conditions ( F ) and the

specific impulse ( I s ), which are defined by 

C d = 

˙ m exp 

˙ m theor 

; F = 

∫ 
S ex 

ρ u 

2 dS; I s = 

∫ tb 

0 F dt 

g 
∫ tb 

˙ m p dt 
(12) 
0 
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Fig. 2. Pressure distribution through the nozzle for air flow (720 × 80 control volumes, Problem 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

where ˙ m exp is the numerical result for mass flow rate at nozzle, ˙ m theor is the isentropic one-dimensional mass flow rate

for the same nozzle conditions, S ex is the cross-section area at the nozzle exit, g is the gravitational acceleration, ˙ m p is the

propellant mass flow rate and tb is the time interval of propellant burn-out. 

6. Numerical results and discussion 

6.1. Problem 1: Back et al. [37] geometry—code validation and verification 

For the validation of the implemented code, experimental data provided by Back et al. [37] were employed. In this

case, air was modeled as a one-species perfect gas, with the gas constant R = 287.0 J/kg ·K and ratio between specific heats,

γ = 1.35. Furthermore, the other parameters/properties are: stagnation pressure of 1.725 MPa; stagnation temperature of

833.33 K; CDS interpolation scheme with deferred correction; 90 × 10, 180 × 20, 360 × 40 and 720 × 80 control volume grids

(axial x radial directions, respectively); and enough iterations to achieve the machine round-off error (which minimizes the

iteration errors). The values of R and γ could be kept constant because, for this studied problem, the temperature gradient

does not achieve extremely high values. In addition to constant air properties, variable properties were also studied and

both results (constant and variable properties), for a 720 × 80 control volumes grid, are given in Fig. 2 . When the one-

species variable properties model is employed, the values of the specific heat at constant pressure ( c p ) are dependent on

the temperature, according to a polynomial fitting obtained by the use of tabulated data provided by Incropera et al. [38] .

Comparing numerical to experimental pressure data, a good agreement between both results was observed, validating the

implemented code. These results were previously reported by Araki and Marchi [39] . 

Another validation test, which was not done before in other works, for the implemented code was done for the same

conical geometry. The experimental data, however, were the ones provided by Cuffel et al. [40] . In this case, values obtained

for Mach number were compared for two regions: the wall and the centreline (symmetry line) of the rocket engine nozzle.

In this case, air was modelled as a one-species perfect gas, with the ratio between specific heats, γ = 1.40. The stagnation

pressure and temperature took values of, respectively, 482.6 kPa and 300 K. In this case, again, the values of R and γ could

be kept constant because, for this studied problem, temperature gradient does not achieve extremely high values. Other

numerical parameters were kept equal to the previous validation case. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , there is a good concordance

between numerical and experimental data at the nozzle symmetry line. The analytical Mach number over the symmetry

line, at the nozzle throat, provided by Kliegel and Levine [41] , was also included in Fig. 3: this analytical solution slightly

overpredicts both numerical and experimental data. 

In the vicinity of the wall, on the other hand, the concordance of numerical and experimental data is not so good. As

exposed by Cuffel et al. [40] , experimental data were obtained at a distance of about 1.8 mm from the nozzle wall. Because

of this, two sets of numerical results are provided at Fig. 3: one correspondent to the Mach values exactly placed at the

nozzle wall and the other one at a distance of 1.8 mm from the wall. Apparently, near-to-wall numerical results underpredict

the experimental behaviour, especially in the region between −5 and + 5 mm around the nozzle throat. It must be noted,

however, that experimental data also presents uncertainties and the evaluation of the experimental Mach number is based

actually on pressure measurements. As observed by Cuffel et al. [40] , the true static pressure could be measured only when

the flow was parallel to the used pitot-tube; at some locations, however, the flow was inclined to the tube. In this case, the
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Fig. 3. Mach number distribution through the nozzle for air flow (720 × 80 control volumes, Problem 1) in the transonic region. 

Table 3 

Discharge coefficient for air flow through Back et al. [37] nozzle (720 × 80 grid, Problem 1). 

Case 1: 

Air flow, stagnation pressure of 1.725 MPa, stagnation temperature of 833.33 K, γ = 1.35. 

Analytical solution by Kliegel and Levine [41] : 0.982020. 

Experimental value by Back et al. [37] : 0.974 to 0.980 

Physical model UDS CDS 

One-species, constant properties 0.99 ± 2 × 10 −2 ( p U ≈ 0.93) 0.98169 ± 2 × 10 −5 ( p U ≈ 2.74) 

One-species, variable properties 0.99 ± 2 × 10 −2 ( p U ≈ 0.93) 0.98428 ± 2 × 10 −5 ( p U ≈ 2.93) 

Case 2: 

Air flow, stagnation pressure of 482.6 kPa, stagnation temperature of 300 K, γ = 1.40. 

Analytical solution by Kliegel and Levine [41] : 0.981652 

Experimental value by Cuffel et al. [40] : 0.985 (average) 

Physical model UDS CDS 

One-species, constant properties 0.99 ± 2 × 10 −2 ( p U ≈ 0.92) 0.98140 ± 2 × 10 −5 ( p U ≈ 2.29) 

One-species, variable properties 0.99 ± 2 × 10 −2 ( p U ≈ 0.92) 0.98108 ± 2 × 10 −5 ( p U ≈ 2.28) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pressure measured was lower than the true static pressure and a higher-than-true Mach number was calculated [40] . This

could be the case of the Mach number at the near-to-wall region, especially around the nozzle throat, since it is the region

in which the streamlines continually change their direction. Finally, comparing the numerical results and the experimental

data to the analytical Mach number, it can be seen that the solution provided by Kliegel and Levine [41] underpredicts

both the numerical and experimental results. Such behaviour is somewhat different than the one observed at the nozzle

centreline (symmetry line). 

A third validation test was made taking into account the Mach isolines, obtained for the throat region, using the previous

test configuration. In this case, experimental data were the ones also provided by Cuffel et al [40] and are compared with

numerical results for the UDS and CDS interpolation schemes in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, both schemes present good concor-

dance with experimental data, especially at the symmetry line. The sonic line is correctly captured by both interpolation

schemes and both schemes also capture the oblique shock wave formation, although the UDS scheme tends to smooth this

region by its diffusive behavior. Since numerical results in Fig. 4 are obtained by using an axisymmetric model, the sonic

line does not exactly coincide with the nozzle throat [15,21] . The differences between the two interpolation schemes (UDS

and CDS) are more evident for the near-to-wall region and for higher Mach numbers. In the subsonic region, both schemes

present almost the same Mach profiles; though for the detection of the shock wave in the nozzle downstream region, more

significant differences are noticeable and, in general, CDS results present a better agreement to the experimental data. These

analyses were not made before. 

Numerical error estimates, based on the GCI estimator, for the discharge coefficient were also analysed for both constant

and variable air flows; the results are summarized in Table 3 . As can be seen, numerical results for UDS interpolation

scheme, with respective numerical error ranges, enclose those obtained using CDS scheme, as expected. It occurs because

UDS presents first-order convergence rate while CDS shows second-order. However, it must be observed that the results for

CDS one-species with constant properties do not enclose the analytical solution provided by Kliegel and Levine [41] , which
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Fig. 4. Comparison of numerical and experimental Mach number distributions in the transonic region (720 × 80 control volumes, Problem 1). Numerical 

interpolation schemes: (a) UDS and (b) CDS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

was obtained for a flow of an irrotational perfect gas, using toroidal coordinates. The differences among both results could

be related to the adopted model: for the numerical code, Euler equations for axisymmetric coordinates were employed.

Euler equations correspond to a more realistic model than the irrotational flow for compressible gas flows [15] . 

Table 3 also provides experimental results obtained by Back et al. [37] . For Case 1, experimental results do not exactly

match the analytical and/or the numerical ones. It must be noticed, however, that experimental results vary between 0.974

and 0.980 and do not include a range of experimental uncertainties. Because of this, and based on the fact that any device

whose functionality is the measurement of flow parameters in supersonic flows can change the flow [15] , it can be said that

numerical results agree with experimental ones for Case 1. 

Furthermore, despite the use of four different grids in both presented cases, only one apparent order could be evaluated,

based on the triplet of grids 180 × 20, 360 × 40 and 720 × 80, for the CDS scheme. The obtained values were: for the first

case, p U ≈ 2.74 for one-species, constant properties and p U ≈ 2.93 for one-species, variable properties, while for the second

case, p U ≈ 2.29 for constant properties and p U ≈ 2.28 for variable properties; the asymptotic value, for all cases, was p L = 2.

On the other hand, the use of the same four grids allows the evaluation of two values for the apparent order, when the UDS

scheme was employed; besides, the values of them are clearly close to the expected one, with p U ≈ 0.93(or p U ≈ 0.92), for

both physical models, in the finest grid. 

The knowledge of only one value for the apparent order for the CDS scheme, although not too far from the asymptotic

one, is not enough to assure that the apparent order converges monotonically to the expected/asymptotic one. In other

words, it is not enough to guarantee that numerical solution belongs to the convergent interval [42] , as required by the
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Fig. 5. Pressure isolines for Problem 1, showing the formation and detection of oblique shocks by Mach2D code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Richardson and/or the GCI estimator. In cases in which the convergent interval is not observed, error estimators might

result in inaccurate estimates as discussed by Roache [43] . The comparison among numerical and analytical results and

the experimental data for the second case (which is an average value provided by Cuffel et al. [40] ), however, shows that

both numerical and analytical results present a good agreement to experimental data, which can provide another validation

result. 

The use of Euler equations is sufficient to guarantee the detection of oblique shocks by the numerical code. It can be seen,

for example, in Fig. 5 , in which isolines for pressure are shown. An oblique shock starts at the nozzle throat region and runs

to the nozzle centreline, near the nozzle exit. Since the shock achieves the centreline, it is reflected originating another

oblique shock, which runs to the nozzle exit. This behaviour is also observed for other thermophysical flow parameters,

such as Mach number, temperature and/or density isolines, as can be seen at Fig. 6 . 

6.2. Problem 2. Parabolic nozzle—numerical verification 

The second geometry employed was the parabolic one, presented in Fig. 1 (b). At least 6 grids were used to provide

numerical results for each chemical/physical model. It also allows the evaluation of both apparent order and error estimates

(by GCI and Richardson estimators). Numerical results were obtained by using UDS and CDS with deferred correction, in

order to allow the study of the influence of the chosen interpolation scheme on the error estimate. For all simulations the

number of iterations was high enough to assure the achievement of the machine round-off error. For both frozen and local

equilibrium flow models, tolerances associated to chemical reactions were posed as 10 −12 for chemical dissociation rates,

with the purpose of assuring convergence for the chemical reaction equations. These results were previously reported by

Araki and Marchi [39] . 

Both frozen and local equilibrium flows are limit cases of the real reactive flow into a rocket engine nozzle [15,16] : while

in the former model, the flow speed is much faster than the chemical reactions, for the latter model, reactions speed tend

to infinity. Because of this, for frozen flow the chemical composition is kept unchanged from the nozzle inlet to its exit;

and, for local equilibrium model, chemical equilibrium is achieved for each control volume of the flow. The behaviour of

the apparent order, for global variables of interest, is shown in Fig. 7 , while the error estimate, for specific impulse ( I S )

is placed in Fig. 8 . Both results refer to chemical model 4, for frozen flow and the following grids: 10 × 3, 20 × 6, 40 × 12,

80 × 24, 160 × 48, 320 × 96 and 640 × 192. Since in this case both temperature and pressure present strong variation along

the nozzle, thermophysical properties are variable, except for one-species constant properties model. 
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Fig. 6. Isolines for Mach number for Problem 1, showing the formation and detection of oblique shocks by Mach2D code. 

Fig. 7. Apparent order for (a) UDS and (b) CDS, frozen flow, model 4, Problem 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The physical parameters, which were considered to obtain numerical results presented in the current section are: stag-

nation pressure is equal to 1 × 10 6 Pa; stagnation temperature of 3420.33 K; ratio between specific heats and constant of

gas (for one-species, constant properties model) of 1.1956 and 526.97 J/kg ·K, respectively; oxidant/fuel ratio (for frozen, local

equilibrium and non-equilibrium models) of about 7.9367 (stoichiometric ratio). 

According to Fig. 7 , the apparent order tends to the asymptotic one for UDS; for CDS, on the other hand, this tendency is

yet unclear although the values are near 2. Such behaviour was observed not only for specific impulse but also for all other

global variables of interest for the frozen flow model. However, local variables of interest (such as the exit temperature at

symmetry line) have unclear tendency even for the UDS scheme. This behaviour might be associated both with chemical

reaction and with variations of the values of properties. It could cause some instabilities in the tendency of convergence of

numerical results and, consequently, in apparent order values. 
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Fig. 8. Error estimate for (a) UDS and (b) CDS for I S , frozen flow, model 4, Problem 2. 

Fig. 9. Apparent order for (a) UDS and (b) CDS, equilibrium flow, model 4, Problem 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The error estimate for both Richardson and GCI estimators are shown at Fig. 8 . Despite the unclear tendency for the

apparent orders when CDS scheme is used, numerical error estimates are, at least three orders-of-magnitude smaller than

the ones for UDS scheme, at the 640 × 192 grid. Based on this, it is recommended that the CDS scheme is used for frozen

flow. 

Local equilibrium flow results are presented in Figs. 9 and 10 . Unlike the frozen flow model, apparent order has a ten-

dency far from the forecasted value of 2. All variables of interest display apparent orders tending to unity. Each term of

the governing equations was discretized using both UDS and CDS with deferred correction schemes, except for the chemical

source term—Eq. 5(a) . This term was discretized using the UDS scheme and, as can be seen by the numerical results, its

inclusion degenerates the convergence order to unity. However, since almost all discretization components present approxi-

mations of second order, the related numerical error, when compared to the pure UDS scheme, is smaller. It influences the

behaviour of numerical error estimates for CDS results, which are at least one order-of-magnitude smaller than the ones

obtained with UDS, as can be seen at Fig. 10 . 

Tables 4 and 5 provide comparisons of physical and chemical models, as well as interpolation schemes (UDS and CDS

with deferred correction). Such tables contain results previously obtained by Araki and Marchi [39] ; such results, however,

were confirmed since the numerical code was revised. Another observation is about the results provided for non-equilibrium

flows, not available in [39] . All results include the GCI error estimates, except by H 2 O-exit mass fraction for frozen flow

models. The choice of GCI estimator is based on the recommendation of the ASME Standard for Verification and Validation

[44] . The analytical solution of Kliegel and Levine [41] is also supplied for the discharge coefficient ( C ). Since this solution
d 
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Fig. 10. Error estimate for (a) UDS and (b) CDS for I S , equilibrium flow, model 4, Problem 2. 

Table 4 

Results for global variables of interest: C d , F and I S for the parabolic nozzle (320 × 96 grid, Problem 2). 

Model C d (–) F (N) I S (s) 

UDS 

One-species, constant properties 1.01 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.628 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 1 3.45 × 10 2 ± 5 × 10 °
One-species, variable properties 1.00 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.635 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 1 3.45 × 10 2 ± 5 × 10 °
Frozen flow—mod. 4 1.01 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.621 × 10 4 ± 9 × 10 1 3.39 × 10 2 ± 5 × 10 °
Frozen flow—mod. 10 1.01 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.621 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 1 3.39 × 10 2 ± 5 × 10 °
Equilibrium flow—mod. 4 0.98 ± 1 × 10 −2 1.665 × 10 4 ± 7 × 10 1 3.56 × 10 2 ± 5 × 10 °
Equilibrium flow—mod. 10 0.98 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.665 × 10 4 ± 7 × 10 1 3.56 × 10 2 ± 5 × 10 °
Non-equilibrium flow—mod. 3, variant 1 [25] 1.06 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.651 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 1 3.27 × 10 2 ± 4 × 10 °
Non-equilibrium Flow—mod. 3, variant 2 [26] 1.07 ± 2 × 10 −2 1.654 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 1 3.25 × 10 2 ± 4 × 10 °

CDS with deferred correction 

One-species, constant properties 0.999876 ± 2 × 10 −6 1.62516 × 10 4 ± 4 × 10 −1 3.41743 × 10 2 ± 8 × 10 −3 

One-species, variable properties 0.991678 ± 4 × 10 −6 1.632442 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 −2 3.46111 × 10 2 ± 3 × 10 −3 

Frozen Flow—mod. 4 1.0 0 0962 ± 2 × 10 −6 1.61859 × 10 4 ± 4 × 10 −1 3.39993 × 10 2 ± 8 × 10 −3 

Frozen flow—mod. 10 1.0 0 0970 ± 2 × 10 −6 1.61860 × 10 4 ± 4 × 10 −1 3.39991 × 10 2 ± 8 × 10 −3 

Equilibrium flow—mod. 4 0.9785 ± 5 × 10 −4 1.6625 × 10 4 ± 3 × 10 ° 3.572 × 10 2 ± 2 × 10 −1 

Equilibrium flow—mod. 10 0.9785 ± 5 × 10 −4 1.6625 × 10 4 ± 3 × 10 ° 3.572 × 10 2 ± 2 × 10 −1 

Kliegel and Levine [41] —2D analytical solution for 

irrotational, one-species, constant properties flow 

0.999877 — —

Table 5 

Results for local variables of interest: P ex , T ex , u ex and Y (H 2 O) ex (at symmetry line), for the parabolic nozzle (320 × 96 grid, Problem 2). 

Model P ex (Pa) T ex (K) u ex (m/s) Y (H 2 O) ex (–) 

UDS 

One-species, constant properties 7.2 × 10 4 ± 7 × 10 3 1.99 × 10 3 ± 4 × 10 1 3.03 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 1 —

One-species, variable properties 7 × 10 4 ± 1 × 10 4 2.09 × 10 3 ± 4 × 10 1 3.06 × 10 3 ± 6 × 10 1 —

Frozen flow—mod. 4 6.9 × 10 4 ± 3 × 10 3 1.92 × 10 3 ± 3 × 10 1 3.03 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 1 0.783686 

Frozen flow—mod. 10 6.9 × 10 4 ± 2 × 10 3 1.92 × 10 3 ± 3 × 10 1 3.03 × 10 3 ± 4 × 10 1 0.783539 

Equilibrium flow—mod. 4 8.3 × 10 4 ± 3 × 10 3 2.64 × 10 3 ± 1 × 10 1 3.10 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 1 0.902 ± 2 × 10 −3 

Equilibrium flow—mod. 10 8.3 × 10 4 ± 2 × 10 3 2.64 × 10 3 ± 1 × 10 1 3.10 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 1 0.902 ± 2 × 10 −3 

Non-equilibrium flow—mod. 3, variant 1 [25] 7.6 × 10 4 ± 2 × 10 3 2.06 × 10 3 ± 3 × 10 1 2.89 × 10 3 ± 4 × 10 1 0.8614 ± 4 × 10 −4 

Non-equilibrium flow—mod. 3, variant 2 [26] 7.7 × 10 4 ± 2 × 10 3 2.07 × 10 3 ± 2 × 10 1 2.87 × 10 3 ± 4 × 10 1 0.8794 ± 6 × 10 −4 

CDS with deferred correction 

One-species, constant properties 7.14 × 10 4 ± 9 × 10 2 1.98 × 10 3 ± 1 × 10 1 3.04 × 10 3 ± 2 × 10 1 —

One-species, variable properties 7.34 × 10 4 ± 9 × 10 2 2.083 × 10 3 ± 7 × 10 ° 3.07 × 10 3 ± 1 × 10 1 —

Frozen flow—mod. 4 6.90 × 10 4 ± 9 × 10 2 1.91 × 10 3 ± 2 × 10 1 3.04 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 1 0.783686 

Frozen flow—mod. 10 6.90 × 10 4 ± 9 × 10 2 1.91 × 10 3 ± 2 × 10 1 3.04 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 1 0.783539 

Equilibrium flow—mod. 4 8.31 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 2 2.6345 × 10 3 ± 3 × 10 −1 3.113 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 ° 0.903 ± 1 × 10 −3 

Equilibrium flow—mod. 10 8.31 × 10 4 ± 8 × 10 2 2.6347 × 10 3 ± 3 × 10 −1 3.113 × 10 3 ± 5 × 10 ° 0.903 ± 1 × 10 −3 
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was obtained by considering the hypothesis of a perfect gas flow with constant properties, it allows the comparison to the

“one-species, constant properties” model. 

By comparing results in Tables 4 and 5 , numerical results obtained by using CDS are always smaller than the ones

by using the UDS counterparts. In all cases and for all variables of interest, the range of error estimates with UDS scheme

encloses the CDS ones, except for the thrust evaluated with the local equilibrium model. In this case, there is an intersection

zone between both results (UDS and CDS); however they do not coincide in the whole interval. It is probably caused by the

degeneration of apparent orders for all variables of interest observed for the CDS, as can be seen at Fig. 9 . 

Although Tables 4 and 5 present only numerical results for models 4 (6 species model) and 10 (8 species model) for

both frozen and equilibrium flows, it must be observed that numerical results for models 3, 5 and 7 are coincident to the

ones of model 4, as well as results for model 9 is equal to the ones of model 10. Tables 4 and 5 also provide results for

non-equilibrium flows, for chemical model 3; it must be noted, however, that this model presents 2 variants: although both

share the same chemical species and same dissociation reactions, the rates of direct reaction and the efficiency of third

bodies are different for both variants. For example, one of the dissociation reactions associated to model 3 is 

H + OH + D 3 ↔ H 2 O + D 3 (13) 

In this case, D 3 represents the third body, which can be any of the species considered in the chemical model. According

Barros et al. [25] , for this reaction, for example, all six species (H 2, O 2 , H 2 O, OH, H and O) present the same efficiency

to catalyze this partial reaction; however, after Smith et al. [26] , each species presents a different efficiency to the same

reaction. Since the efficiency of third bodies in partial dissociation reactions are very difficult to evaluate, this work presents

numerical results for model 3 using the efficiencies provided by both authors, Barros et al. [25] —which is named in this

work “variant 1”—and Smith et al. [26] , which is named “variant 2”. 

Based on the numerical results presented in Tables 4 and 5 some comparisons can be done for the different physical

models. To start with, it can be observed that the differences among physical models are relatively small for all global

variables of interest: it corresponds only to 9.1% for discharge coefficient, 2.7% for thrust and 9.5% for specific impulse. For

local variables of interest, on the other hand, these discrepancies are more appreciable: 20.4% for exit pressure and 37.9% for

exit temperature (at symmetry line). However the axial exit velocity is less influenced by physical model, since the observed

variation between the extreme values is about 8.0%. 

One interesting conclusion that can be drawn by comparing chemical models involving six and eight species is that both

cases present similar results. It is an important remark because a six species model needs much smaller computational

processing requirements. For example, for the 320 × 96 grid with CDS scheme and for local equilibrium flow: the six species

model required 13.6 hours for convergence, while the eight species model demanded 21.3 hours (57.3% more) to achieve the

same criteria (30,0 0 0 iterations, which was enough to achieve the round-off error). 

By comparing the processing time (CPU time) requirements for chemical six species models, it was observed that: the

frozen flow model needed about 2.5 hours, the local equilibrium flow about 14 hours and the non-equilibrium flow about 6

to 6.6 days. Based on these pieces of information, it is recommended to use the frozen and local equilibrium flow analysis,

at least for a first evaluation in rocket engine projects. 

Numerical results presented in Tables 4 and 5 can be useful to validate numerical codes, providing a benchmark for

reactive and non-reactive non-viscous flows. 

7. Conclusion 

Verification and validation of a numerical code for two-dimensional, non-viscous, one- or multi-species flows were pre-

sented in this paper. Numerical results for air flow through a conical geometry rocket engine nozzle were compared to the

experimental data provided by Back et al. [37] for pressure, and by Cuffel et al. [40] for Mach numbers, showing good agree-

ment and validating the code. The two-dimensional code was also able to detect an oblique shock, which is formed in the

region of the nozzle throat and travels along the flow, being reflected near the exit region of the nozzle, as expected. 

A second geometry (a parabolic one) was employed to provide benchmark results for reactive and non-reactive flows. In

this case, apparent orders, Richardson and GCI error estimators were evaluated to all numerical results. First order (UDS)

and second order (CDS with deferred correction) interpolation schemes were employed in the discretization of the govern-

ing equations. For both geometries, numerical results for apparent orders of convergence agreed well with the asymptotic

(expected) ones for one-species flows. Some other analyses were provided for mixture of gases flows; in this case, for frozen

flow, the apparent order values tend to the asymptotic ones in all cases; for local equilibrium flow, the use of CDS degen-

erated the apparent order to unity; this fact can be associated to the use of UDS interpolation scheme in the source term

of the energy equation. Since numerical results of grid convergence tests for the conical geometry nozzle presents a similar

behaviour, they were not included in this work. 

Global variables of interest, which are related to the rocket performance, present smaller influence of the choice of

physical model (variations are about 10%), while local variables of interest are more affected by this kind of choice (variations

can achieve about 40% for temperature). The use of six or eight species models, however, has nearly null effect on numerical

results. In fact, results are numerically equivalent and, based on the CPU time requirements, the use of six species models

are encouraged. 
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